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41V2020  ReadyVote CurbExpress™ Cart   Footprint (transport/use) – 27” x 25” x 47”H
 Footprint ( storage )- units nest to 14” 

Introducing another innovative cart solution to the election process from ReadyVote®, The CurbExpress™ is a simple but 
practical option for assisted voting and minimizes reasons for not participating in the election process. 

The Dandux® ReadyVote® CurbExpress™  is the functional answer to curbside voting that allows individuals who require 
voting assistance to use the same ExpressVote to cast their vote from the 
privacy of their vehicle.   The CurbExpress™ allows for easy movement by 
a single poll worker from inside to an outside 
vehicle without lifting or carrying heavy election 
equipment.  Quickly positioned at the vehicle’s 
driver, passenger or  rear window the 
CurbExpress™ eliminates the need for a voter to 
leave their vehicle 

Large rear wheels make transporting on uneven 
surfaces like curbs, steps, gravel or grass possible 
with minimal effort. Cantilever nesting design 
and soft front bumper guard minimize potential 
vehicle damage. 

The CurbExpress™ provides permanent ExpressVote installation with four screws 
while still allowing access for maintenance, onsite repairs, and setting the election. 
The CurbExpress™  can be set for screen heights from 45” to 51”. Unique to the 
CurbExpress™ design is it’s nesting feature with allows additional carts to be nested 
and stored in only 14 inches of space. 

Options include a retractable SunScreen Cover ( in patriotic Red / White / Blue); a rain bonnet, and a multifunction 
(Store/Transport/ Rain) Cover. A retractable frame is required for all covers 

The CurbExpress™ is patent pending and is available only from ReadyVote®.  All dimensions are nominal and rounded for presentation simplicity. Please inquire to 
before ordering on any specific critical dimensions.  Carts are warranted to be free from material and manufactures defects for one year from the date of delivery.  

Carts can be returned to manufacturer and if defects are found, carts will be replaced or repaired.     Casters and normal wear and tear is not covered.  Carts that have 
been damaged or abused will not be repaired or replaced.  Customer is responsible for freight on any return or replacement carts. 


